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Résumé
L’étude du transfert dans l’enseignement postsecondaire canadien est un terrain fracturé, avec de vastes différences interprovinciales et de profonds schismes entre les communautés. Au moment de la rédaction du présent article, il n’existe pas d’étude exhaustive des prédicteurs et des conséquences du transfert au Canada, ce qui limite les avancées dans ce sous-domaine. Par le biais d’un examen de plus de 100 articles universitaires, rapports et documents de recherche institutionnels produits entre 1968 et 2020, nous discutons des principales découvertes et des approches méthodologiques, et nous faisons ressortir les lacunes de la littérature quantitative existante sur le transfert. En outre, nous décrivons les défis auxquels les chercheurs canadiens sont confrontés lorsqu’ils tentent d’imiter les meilleures pratiques utilisées par leurs homologues internationaux. En particulier, nous soulignons la nécessité d’un meilleur couplage des données administratives et d’une méthodologie améliorée dans les recherches quantitatives sur le transfert au Canada.
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Introduction
The empirical study of student mobility within North American post-secondary education (PSE)—though certainly not as popular as mainstream access or achievement research—has preoccupied many scholars across the social sciences. For example, analyses of vertical transfer—referring to flows of students from community colleges to universities—featured prominently in late 20th century sociological theorizing about stratification (e.g., Brint & Karabel, 1991; Clark, 1960; Karabel, 1972, 1986; Dougherty, 1994). Vertical transfer also continues to preoccupy American scholars using increasingly complex techniques to estimate the community college “penalty” on baccalaureate attainment and labour market outcomes (e.g., Brand et al., 2014; Long & Kurlaender, 2009; Witteveen & Attewell, 2020). And, perhaps most importantly, North American policy analysts have repeatedly contemplated the utility of transfer policy frameworks for expanding access to PSE and promoting more
efficient human capital production (Handel & Williams, 2012; Junor & Usher, 2008; Missaghian, 2020; Pizarro Milian & Munro, 2020; Trick, 2013; Young et al., 2017). Most recently, scholars have also expanded the horizons of student mobility research, acknowledging the fact that contemporary students travel through PSE via non-linear trajectories (e.g., “reverse”/horizontal transfer) (St-Denis et al., 2021) while also stopping out, and co-enrolling, among other non-traditional patterns (Taylor & Jain, 2017). It would thus be fair to say that the study of PSE student mobility is implicated in various strands of social research and theorizing.

Despite the importance of this topic, there has been no systematic accounting of the antecedents and consequences of student mobility in Canadian quantitative social research. By mobility, it is important to note that we refer to student flows within PSE, rather than upward flows between K–12 and PSE. The absence of such review in Canada is likely attributable to several factors. First, while the Council of Ministers of Education, Canada (CMEC) provides a national forum for discussing education policy issues, there is no truly national PSE system in Canada, as each province governs PSE differently (Jones, 2014). This structural differentiation has implications for how students move within each system, and the repercussions of such movements. Second, the capacity to track PSE student mobility across provinces has been historically uneven. While British Columbia has long been a leader in this space, similar capacity has lagged elsewhere. This provincialization of student data has meant that “no one data source” has been able to “tell the full story of student mobility” in Canada (Lawrance, 2009, p. 2). The evolution of Statistics Canada’s Education and Labour Market Longitudinal Linkage Platform (ELMLP) is slowly changing this situation, but the platform lacks vital variables (e.g., transfer credit awarded) across certain provinces, which limits its utility. Third, diverse communities carry out student mobility research, using contrasting data sources and methodological approaches for different purposes, leading to a literature with deep fractures. Combined, these factors complicate efforts to develop a national understanding of transfer in Canada.

Through this piece, we provide an overview of quantitative student mobility research in Canada, informed by an extensive review of over 100 academic articles, policy documents, and institutional research reports. We also tap into our professional experiences conducting transfer research within the policy spheres to elucidate features of the non-academic landscape that may not be readily apparent to academics. Throughout this article, we focus on studies specifically analyzing the predictors and outcomes associated with travelling transfer pathways. Such parameters render the proposed review feasible within the confines of an article length piece but force us to neglect important qualitative and quantitative research focusing on other pertinent topics, such as the transfer student experience (e.g., Cameron, 2005; Gerhardt & Ackerman, 2014; Smith & Frank, 2020; Vaala, 1989), as well as more conventional historical or policy analysis (e.g., Carter et al., 2011; Kennepohl, 2016; Missaghian, 2020; Skolnik, 2010). As with any national overview, the goal is not to provide a high-definition image of trends within any province, but to paint the current situation with broad strokes. We use this review exercise to chart a potential future for quantitative student mobility research in Canada, illustrating the need for more robust data infrastructure, and the adoption of more rigorous methods.

Methods

The review informing this manuscript was performed primarily by the first author in part to inform the development of an organizational research plan for a provincial council, and in part to develop an independent academic research program on student mobility. This review was carried out between March 2019 and December 2020, and drew on four main sources. First, the websites of the Pan-Canadian Consortium on Admissions & Transfer (PCCAT) and its provincial counterparts were mined for available transfer research reports, irrespective of their methodological orientation or substantive focus. Second, a similar scan of the websites of other PSE sector or sector-adjacent organizations was executed, including the Council of Ministers of Education, Canada (CMEC), the Higher Education Quality Council of Ontario (HEQCO), Maritime Provinces Higher Education Commission (MPHEC), Seneca’s Centre for Research in Student Mobility (CRSM), Statistics Canada, and similar entities. Third, keyword searches within the Canadian Journal of Higher Education website were performed, netting a number of peer-reviewed articles focusing on transfer. And, lastly, a similar and complementary keyword search of major American and international journals that focus on PSE research was executed. This last source was in-
instrumental to developing an understanding, via comparison, of the unique characteristics of Canadian transfer research and plausible future steps it could take in its evolution.

The initial group of documents gathered from these varied sources were read, allowing us to produce hundreds of pages of notes pertaining to—where applicable—available data sources, research methods, theoretical frameworks, and findings. In turn, for the sub-set of Canadian documents, as done in Davies and Rizk (2018), we mined their literature reviews to identify additional sources not captured through our initial search. We followed citation patterns back through time, acquiring and reading a smaller subset of earlier studies of student mobility in Canada. We extend Davies and Rizk’s (2018) tactics by also looking forward and, for those documents indexed within Google Scholar, exploring the articles and reports that had cited them post-publication. This netted us a smaller third and last wave of documents for review.

The documents gathered through our review include contributions from various sections of the transfer research community in Canada. This includes work by institutional researchers (e.g., Brown & McAlear, 2014; Gorman et al., 2012), academics (e.g., Acai & Newton, 2015; Gerhardt & Masakure, 2016; Martinello & Stewart, 2015; Percival et al., 2016; Robson et al., 2016; Stewart & Martinello, 2012) and policy analysts (e.g., CMEC, 2012; Constantineau, 2009; Heath, 2012; Heslop, 2009, 2017, 2019; Kerr et al., 2010; Missaghiian, 2020; Smith et al., 2016)—each of which tend to produce distinct flavours of transfer research (for an overview, see Table 1). It also captures contributions from diverse intellectual groups scattered across various regions, including major hubs in British Columbia (Andres, 1998, 2001; Andres & Dawson, 1998; Andres et al., 1997; Dennison, 1978, 2002; Dennison & Jones, 1968, 1970) and Ontario (e.g., Arnold et al., 2018; Lang, 2007, 2009, 2018; Lang & Lopes, 2014; Lennon et al., 2016; Skolnik, 2004, 2010, 2016; Skolnik et al., 2018; Wheelahan et al., 2016). Through our search, we also netted various commissioned projects carried out by consultants, typically at the behest of various sector organizations (e.g., Drinkwater et al. 2018a; Duklas, 2019; Heath, 2012; Junor & Usher, 2008; Trick, 2016).

Our review is extensive, but certainly not exhaustive. It sports several limitations worth flagging. First, and perhaps most obvious, we miss any analyses deemed sensitive and not published by either colleges, universities, government entities, or other agencies. Second, our scope excludes transfer research published in French and, as such, neglects research published by

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Audiences</th>
<th>Academic</th>
<th>Institutional</th>
<th>Policy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Audiences</td>
<td>Primarily other academics, but also government</td>
<td>Primarily leadership in colleges and universities</td>
<td>Policy makers and leaders in colleges and universities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visibility</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prevalence</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Academic departments</td>
<td>Research or reporting office</td>
<td>Government-funded entity (e.g., HEQCO)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data</td>
<td>PSIS, survey data, custom datasets</td>
<td>Rich, in-house, and confidential administrative data.</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methods</td>
<td>Multivariate</td>
<td>Primarily descriptive</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orientation</td>
<td>Theoretical</td>
<td>Practical</td>
<td>Policy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
francophone scholars focusing on trends within Quebec. Despite these limitations, our work remains what is, to our knowledge, the most thorough review of quantitative student mobility research in Canada.

Findings

Below, we identify the major trends observed through our review. We begin by examining research on the predictors of transfer pathways, and subsequently, we explore a second strand of inquiry focusing on associated outcomes.

Predictors of Transfer Pathways

The predictors of transfer have preoccupied researchers for various reasons. For academics, there has long been interest in determining if certain transfer-aspiring groups are effectively cooled out during the course of their trajectories (Bahr, 2008; Clark, 1960, 1980; Grubbs, 2020; Simon, 1967). Meanwhile, for both administrators and policy makers, intelligence pertaining to how—and which—students travel non-linear pathways has always been useful from a planning, recruitment, and retention standpoint.

Resulting analyses of the predictors of transfer have come in several flavours. Institutional researchers typically contrast the profiles of direct entry and transfer students using administrative records at their home institutions and conclude that differences are likely drivers of transfer. Such work has found variation with respect to age, sex, place of birth, ethnicity, parental education, and several other characteristics (e.g., Lee et al., 2009; Martell & Wilson, 2009; Okanagan Planning and Institutional Research, 2017). Profiles of transfer students produced via this work are not generalizable given the vast differences in student demographics both across and within provinces. Aside from the basic finding that transfer students tend to be older, there appears to be little consistency in the transfer student profiles produced by analysts across Canadian institutions.

Reports produced by policy researchers typically generate a broader and more generalizable picture of who transfer students are, and the pathways they travel. The British Columbia Council on Admission & Transfer (BCCAT) has long been a national leader in the publication of aggregate transfer student data (e.g., Heslop, 2001; Lambert-Maberly, 2010; Tikina, 2015; Plaid Consulting, 2020). But, outside of British Columbia, similar reporting capacity has lagged. In Ontario, for example, data limitations have forced researchers of all types to use creative workarounds with survey data which have provided insights into dynamics within certain transfer pathways (e.g., college-to-university) (Decock et al., 2011; Dhuey et al., 2021; Kerr et al., 2010; Lennon et al., 2016), as well as the traits of prospective transfers applicants (e.g., Durham College, 2018; Henderson & McCloy, 2019). Though useful, work by policy-oriented researchers has a tendency—with notable exceptions (e.g., McCloy et al., 2017)—to rely on descriptive methods, limiting its ability to effectively identify net predictors of transfer.

To date, the most advanced multivariate exploration of the predictors of transfer pathways at a provincial level comes from recent work by academic researchers using Statistics Canada’s Postsecondary Students Information System (PSIS) (Finnie et al., 2020; Hillier et al., 2020; Sano et al., 2020; Zarifa et al., 2020). Using the PSIS, along with available linkages to T1 Family File (T1FF) tax data, Zarifa et al. (2020) analyzed the pathways travelled by over 420,000 college and university students in Ontario within their first two years of study. Using multinomial logistic regressions, they predicted uptake of various pathways, including both inter- and intra-sectoral movements, and swirl. They estimated a laundry list of statistically significant predictors of transfer pathways, including gender, parental income, and geographical region. Extensions of this work by Sano et al. (2020) have examined the specific predictors of transfer among sub-samples of northern and southern Ontario students; and Hillier et al. (2020) have also explored the predictors of transferring out of and within regions of Ontario.

Efforts to examine transfer students at a supra-provincial level have been limited. Heath’s (2012) early and ambitious attempt to collect data from across Canadian universities—backed by ARUCC, CMEC, HEQCO, and others—was hampered by response bias. The most rigorous supra-provincial examination of the predictors of transfer we are aware of is Finnie and Qiu’s (2009) early work with PSIS data from the Atlantic provinces, which found significant age, gender, and institutional type effects. Perhaps the most surprising finding of this study was that switching rates did not vary greatly across the Atlantic provinces (Finnie & Qiu, 2009, p. 37). Further pan-Canadian work has not been pursued with the PSIS, likely due to the complexities of such work and...
historical quality issues with the PSIS across various provinces.

It is difficult to derive generalizable trends from the collection of studies cited above, given the inconsistencies across data sources—with respect to their representativeness and possession of specific controls—the time periods studied, and methodological approaches used. Though we have a general sense of who transfer students are within particular institutions, pathways, or regions, it is fair to say that we lack a more macro-level understanding of the predictors of transfer. Moreover, much work remains to be done to evaluate the robustness of findings derived from the PSIS given ongoing data quality issues (Statistics Canada, 2020), and the absence of linkages to both K–12 records and rich demographic data in most provinces. The latter have been found to be influential predictors of transfer pathway up until recent research drawing on a custom linkage of Toronto District School Board (TDSB) and University of Toronto records (Davies & Pizarro Milian, 2020). Later on, we return to the topic of data infrastructure, and strategies that can be undertaken to ameliorate these present gaps.

Consequences of Transfer

The analysis of transfer student outcomes (mainly academic, but also labour market-related) is of interest for varied reasons. For both academic and policy researchers, the focus is often spurred by a desire to inform system improvements. Institutional researchers are also lured to study these outcomes to evaluate the prospective impact of transfer student intake on key performance indicators, such as graduation and employment rates.

Grade Point Average

Research on transfer student academic performance dates to the late 1960s (Burford, 1972; Dennison & Jones, 1968; Sheehan & Reti, 1974), and initially focused on administrative datasets representing particular institutions. Since these early analyses, there has been a proliferation of Canadian studies examining the grades (e.g., GPA) of transfers, especially those travelling the college-to-university route. Such work varies widely with respect to its findings and methodological rigor. Descriptive approaches, and basic statistical tests (e.g., t-tests), remain the primary tools used by the institutional research (e.g., Lakehead University, 2012; Percival et al., 2015) and policy communities (Heslop, 2017, 2019), despite being far less frequently used in academic studies (e.g., Hurley & Mitchell, 2021). However, a recent flurry of reports funded by the Alberta Council on Articulation and Transfer (ACAT) (e.g., Drinkwater et al., 2018a, 2018b, 2018c, 2018d) have employed multivariate modelling to examine student performance using institutional data, and in the process elevated the methodological bar within non-academic segments of this field. Such work has found that transfer student performance differs markedly across universities. At Mount Royal University, college transfers achieved higher GPAs, net of available controls. However, at the University of Alberta, this trend was reversed.

Multivariate analysis of this sort is the norm across academic studies, and within work performed in specific policy-oriented research centres (e.g., McCloy et al., 2017). However, it has still produced very mixed findings. For example, Martinello and Stewart (2015), using administrative data from Brock University, found that incoming college transfers no longer underperformed once other controls (e.g., gender, field of study) were introduced into their models. Meanwhile, Gerhardt and Masakure (2016), using administrative records from Wilfrid Laurier University, found that incoming transfers had a higher first term GPA than their direct entry counterparts, net of available controls. Unfortunately, neither of these two studies had access to extensive demographic controls. This has been remedied by recent work with custom administrative linkages (e.g., Davies & Pizarro Milian, 2020). Such work found that direct entry university students outperform incoming college transfer counterparts with respect to cumulative GPA, even after taking into consideration demographics and academic performance in high school, as well as field of study.

One key influencer of the mixed outcomes of these studies is the academic quality of the reference (e.g., direct entry) and transfer students being compared. As astutely noted in Church (2005), the relative academic performance of transfer students in British Columbia varies greatly. At university colleges, transfers tend to graduate with higher GPAs than their direct entry counterparts, but the reverse is true at research universities. Church explains that this difference is likely the function of research universities being able to recruit higher-caliber direct entries.
Graduation Rates
A second strand of studies has measured transfer students' graduation rates, and again, focused primarily on college-to-university transfers. Descriptive work on this topic by institutional researchers has once again found that transfer students graduate at comparable, if not higher, rates. Some academic work using regression modelling has estimated similar trends within certain institutions (Stewart & Martinello, 2012). However, using PSIS data for all Ontario universities, Finnie et al. (2020) estimated a graduation rate deficit for university-to-university transfers shrunk from 18–27% at the four-year mark to 6–7% at the six-year mark, reflecting the longer time-to-completion of transfers. Other work in Ontario has brought attention to the heterogeneity in graduation rates across transfer types. Drewes et al. (2012) observed that transfers into Trent University that came through articulated pathways with colleges, as well as from other universities, had lower graduation rates than high school entrants, net of controls. Meanwhile, Davies and Pizarro Milian (2020) found that while transfers from another university performed just as well as direct entries, college-to-university transfers had far lower likelihoods of graduating (13% to 34% lower, depending on the model specification). Preliminary analyses performed with a similar linkage between TDSB and York University records are yielding consistent results (Brown, 2021). Perhaps the most holistic analysis of graduation patterns among transfers comes from Walters et al. (2021), using a linkage between TDSB and PSIS records, which demonstrated that transfers into both college and university graduate at lower rates than direct entry counterparts.

Labour Market Outcomes
A third strand of research on Canadian transfer students' labour market outcomes has been hindered by the historical absence of linkages between PSE enrollment records and income data (Gallagher-Mackay, 2017). Prior to the advent of Statistics Canada's ELMLP, even leading provinces struggled to evaluate transfer students' labour market experiences, having to perform expensive surveying to carry such projects out (e.g., Dumaresq et al., 2003; Karlinski, 2007). This forced researchers to extrapolate from studies that examined economic returns to individuals with multiple credentials at the degree level or below (e.g., Boothby & Drewes, 2006; Dhuey et al., 2021; Dubois, 2007; Ferrer & Ridell, 2002; Hango, 2010; Walters, 2003). More recent work by Finnie et al. (2017) used a custom linkage between administrative records at two Canadian colleges and three universities and tax data. These data allowed for direct analyses of transfer students but failed to identify any income differences. Recent analyses with PSIS-T1FF linkages in the ELMLP have proven such findings to be robust (Finnie et al., 2020).

Summary
The lackluster result of a review of this mixture of findings, once again, is that overarching trends are difficult to synthesize. Findings with respect to various types of academic performance in particular are mixed, at best. Indeed, it appears that the relative performance of transfer students hinges on the quality of the direct entry counterparts to which they are compared. However, this is not unique to Canadian research. American work on this topic is also marred with contradictory findings about the academic performance of transfer students (e.g., Asarta et al., 2013; Branson & Green, 2007; Carlan & Byxbe, 2000; Regier, 2016; Stratton, 2015; Whitfield, 2005). More work is required to identify robust macro-level trends, along with heterogeneities in transfer outcomes across important dimensions.

Barriers to the Advancement of Quantitative Transfer Research
Though much ground has been covered since the late 1960s, several barriers promise to impede the advancement of quantitative transfer research in Canada. Significant effort, resources and collaboration will be required to overcome deficiencies in the existing data infrastructure (Robson, 2021), and to disrupt the ongoing use of less-than-optimal methods. Below, we outline these problems, and sketch out prospective strategies to overcome them inspired by existing structures and best practices in Europe and the United States.

Data Limitations
One problem with most of the Canadian transfer research cited above is that it draws on datasets that are left-censored, failing to capture the early life course.
By contrast, American research has long examined the shadows cast by children’s primary schools, neighbourhood contexts, and family backgrounds (e.g., Alexander et al., 2014; Chetty et al., 2011; Magnuson et al., 2017). This truncation means that many findings in Canadian transfer research may be explained by earlier life course metrics. For example, the correlation identified between college grades and propensity to transfer to university (Steffler et al., 2018) may fully attenuate once we account for K–12 academic preparation. Further, currently state-of-the-art examinations of the labour market outcomes of transfers drawing on the ELMLP may also be biased by the absence of controls for parental education and K–12 grades.

The good news is that much of the data required to build up our infrastructure in Canada currently exists (albeit in silos), and simply needs to be linked. For example, each province already carries out a series of standardized tests that many students take as they progress through K–12 education (see CMEC, 2020; Jonker & Ephrem, 2020). A slew of course grade data are also kept by school boards, Ministries of Education, colleges, and universities. Efforts should be made by said organizations to render this data available within the ELMLP. British Columbia has already introduced K–12 records into the ELMLP, and similar developments are taking place in Ontario. But more needs to be done to streamline the creation, augmentation, and availability of academic performance data at multiple levels.

On the demographic side, useful bits of information are scattered across various organizations, which could complement existing proxies of socio-economic status (e.g., parental income) available in the ELMLP. Ideally, individual-level data, for both students and parents, could be mined from relevant provincial ministries of community and social services, health, municipal affairs and housing, and other entities. However, as we await such data, researchers may have to make do with socio-economic information derived from the census tract where students resided during their elementary/secondary school years. This strategy is common in neighbourhood effects research in both the American (Levy et al., 2019) and European context (Lund, 2020). It has also been pioneered by McClvoy et al. (2017) in Ontario transfer research.

Beyond the abovementioned early predictors, it is also essential to gather more reliable and detailed student-level data from PSE organizations. This includes not only rudimentary transfer flags, but also, the actual number and type of transfer credit awarded at receiving institutions. Lastly, in the provinces where they exist, college and university application centres (e.g., Apply Alberta, OCAS, OUAC) could be key contributors to prospective linkage initiatives. These centres serve as centralized sources of information on transfer intent and true program demand, by virtue of capturing application activity.

At first sight, the consolidation of these data sources may sound utopian to the Canadian reader accustomed to no-frills datasets. However, there is clear precedent for this agglomeration in numerous American states. There are also many impressive examples of national or regional administrative registers in Europe that contain extensive demographic and academic data from various life stages (e.g., high school, university) (Borgen & Borgen, 2016; Hovdhaugen, 2011; Lorentzen et al., 2019). Moving closer to the capability of these more advanced systems will be key to improving Canadian transfer research, and quantitative social science more broadly.

**Methodological Limitations**

As discussed earlier, there is variation in the methodological rigor adopted by Canadian transfer researchers. However, even our most advanced quantitative work falls short of that performed by international counterparts. Though there is every indication that students self-select, or are streamed, into transfer pathways based on demographics and ability, we are not aware of any Canadian transfer studies that try to model self-selection. Standard regression techniques used to evaluate transfer student outcomes, though they can certainly control for predictors of transfer, will nevertheless produce biased estimates. This is a commonly acknowledged problem in econometric texts (Liu & Borden, 2019), and is routinely addressed in American research (Dietrich & Leichtenberger, 2015; Leichtenberger & Dietrich, 2017; Melguizo & Dowd, 2009; Melguizo et al., 2011; Xu et al., 2018) via matching or other common techniques used for causal inference with observational data (e.g., Guo & Fraser, 2014). Of course, the application of these techniques is contingent on us possessing access to requisite longitudinal linkages. Second, transfer research in Canada—including our own work—has yet to fully real-
ize the potential of mixed-effects models. These models offer researchers the ability to simultaneously examine the effects of individual-level and school-level variables (Snijders & Bosker, 2012; Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002). Variance at the organizational level goes entirely unexplained in the traditional regression models used in Canadian transfer research, despite the American evidence demonstrating its importance (e.g., Hilmer, 2000). Traditionally, an evaluation of these factors was hindered by the suppression of institutional names in Canadian national datasets. But, with the PSIS, this is no longer a barrier.

As we move toward greater complexity on the statistical modelling of the antecedents and consequences of transfer, it is also important to acknowledge the limitations of these methods. Numbers alone cannot capture the full complexity of how social processes play out in everyday life (Collins, 2000), and we will need to be proactive in bringing advanced quantitative methods into conversation with research using complementary qualitative approaches, such as interviews, focus groups, and ethnographic work. The push for quantitative sophistication cannot come at the expense of further detachment from other mainstream research.

Conclusion
Transfer in Canada has attracted the attention of scholars across many social sciences in recent decades. Yet, relative to other jurisdictions, we lag behind, both with respect to the breadth of data sources and the rigor with which we have examined these processes. This state of affairs is attributable to various institutional and technical features of the environment in which transfer research takes place in Canada. Through this article, we have endeavoured to provide a bird’s eye view of quantitative research on the antecedents and outcomes of transfer, including major findings and methodological approaches. We have also identified some major challenges, and strategies that could help us overcome them. It is our hope that this piece will serve as a reference point, providing a useful narrative review of this field, while also pointing the way forward for the Canadian transfer research community. The challenges ahead are formidable, and we believe there is little hope of overcoming them in the absence of extensive, cross-sector collaboration. On the data side, heavy and risk-averse bureaucracies will need to be enticed to move, adapt, and operate in novel ways. It has been our experience that securing their buy-in requires persistence and persuasion—a carrot rather than a stick. Fortunately, it is not only transfer scholars that will benefit from the creation of more robust data infrastructure as described earlier, and finding allies will thus not be difficult. Building a diverse coalition, including leading academic and policy researchers, advocacy groups, government representatives, and other stakeholders in the field of transfer, will be key to the success of this enterprise. Similarly, as we aim to elevate the rigor of transfer research, this too will require that our community opens itself up to new ways of thinking. Techniques required to address self-selection in transfer research are not the norm either in the Canadian schools of education or institutional research offices that perform the bulk of the work in this field. Elevating the methodological rigor across our community will thus require a conscious and respectful effort to upskill.
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**Notes**

1. *Reverse transfer* refers to the movement of students from university to college. Meanwhile, *horizontal or lateral transfer* refers to movements across the same organizational type (e.g., college-to-college or university-to-university).

2. Using personal education numbers (PENs), British Columbia has managed to track movement from K–12 and through PSE. Others have since followed suit. Ontario, for example, now has similar capacity through its Ontario Education Number (OEN), introduced during the 2000s.

3. We also injected some additional sources in the summer of 2021 while performing the last set of revisions on our original submission.

4. The bulk of documents gathered during this process originated from the Alberta Council on Admissions and Transfer (ACAT), the British Columbia Council on Admissions and Transfer (BCCAT), and the Ontario Council on Articulation and Transfer (ONCAT).

5. We used various combinations of relevant terms, including “transfer credit,” “transfer students,” and “student mobility.”


7. For example, in Ontario, Gallagher-Mackay (2017) notes that large- scale linkages of student data have been performed by provincial ministries using student OENs. However, any work on student mobility using such linkages performed internally by ministry staff would not be available to us.

8. More recent work by Finnie et al. (2012) with the YITS, though estimating switching rates in multinomial models, focuses predominantly on persistence rates. Other work (Childs et al., 2017) groups both program and institutional transfer together.

9. These findings are also highly consistent with research drawing on population-level data from Florida commu-
nity college students, which finds that both high school grade point average and reading scores are positively correlated with college-to-university transfer (see Backes & Dunlop Velez, 2015).

10 For a comparison point, see more descriptive reports also funded by ACAT around the same time period (Duklas & Massey, 2018a; 2018b).

11 For example, Confederation College of Applied Arts and Technology (2012) found that transfer students at their institution graduated at a higher rate than direct entries (73% vs 61%). At Lakehead University (2012), researchers around the same period found that block transfers had comparable graduation rates to direct entries (88% vs. 84%). Also using descriptive methods, academic work by Bell (1998) found that—among transfers admitted to York University’s Faculty of Arts—transfers from community colleges performed on par with direct entry counterparts.

12 Though we draw attention to research using this more extensive data, European academics have also analyzed in-depth institutional administrative records (see Belloc et al., 2011) and survey data to analyze the predictors of transfer (Hovdhaugen, 2009; Hovdhaugen & Aamodt, 2009).